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LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 102 "Resolution on the integration of migrants in the European Union"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 4 - Zeile 51 - Author: JD / Ingrid Weerts
1

Replace

(50) migrants; / (51) digital skills and skills of the 21 Century for
young individuals of migrant origin will make / (52) the EU as a
whole better prepared and more competitive on the global scene;

digital skills and skills of the 21st century for individuals of migrant origin
will make

Seite 4 - Zeile 58 - Author: JD
2

Replace

(57) LYMEC calls on: / (58) the European institutions to allocate
more EU budget resources for integration and / (59) inclusion
programs, especially programs for the integration of children and
young people,

the Member States of the EU to allocate more budget resources for
integration and

Seite 4 - Zeile 59 bis 60 - Author: Jong VLD - Pieter Sannen
3

Delete
from 'especially
programs' to
'time-sensitive'

(58) the European institutions to allocate more EU budget resources
for integration and / (59) inclusion programs, especially programs for
the integration of children and young people, / (60) whose
participation in the educational system is particularly time-sensitive; /
(61) the European Commission to ensure better coordination and
exchange of best practices

Seite 4 - Zeile 66 - Author: Víctor López (JNC)
4

Insert after
After line 66,
add:

(65) schooling systems and to monitor their drop-out rate; urges that
specific attention is to be / (66) paid to refugee children with a view
of the best interest of the child; / (67) the Commission and the
Member States to establish swift procedures for the recognition

Seite 4 - Zeile 69 - Author: Jong VLD - Pieter Sannen
5

Delete
'young'

(68) of training and qualifications of migrants with a view of
harnessing the full potential of / (69) young experts of migrant origin;
/ (70) the Member States to work with civil society and national
labour or commercial chambers

1

Member States and European agencies dealing with refugees to ensure
children of school age housed temporarily in refugee camps also receive
education throughout their stay in said camps;
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 4 - Zeile 70 bis 74 - Author: Jong VLD - Pieter Sannen
6

Replace

(69) young experts of migrant origin; / (70) the Member States to
The Member States to work with civil society and national labour or
work with civil society and national labour or commercial chambers / commercial chambers in order to prevent discrimination of migrants in the
(71) in order to identify the existing gaps in the national labour
national labour markets.
markets, for which training / (72) should be offered to migrants;
Emphasizes that vocational training of migrants could help / (73)
reduce the shortages of staff, for example - nurses and paramedics
that Eastern / (74) European Member States are experiencing; / (75)
calls on the European institutions together with the Member States
to swiftly develop and

Seite 4 - Zeile 74 - Author: (YMRF) Antoaneta Asenova
7

Insert after

(73) reduce the shortages of staff, for example - nurses and
paramedics that Eastern / (74) European Member States are
experiencing; / (75) calls on the European institutions together with
the Member States to swiftly develop and

The European Commission and the Member States to provide support for
innovative solutions that bring together migrants, the host society and
employers (such as the German platform Welcome2Work, or the app
Setelin targeting to help newly arrivals settle in Sweden)
The European Commission and the Member States to provide support for
initiatives encouraging entrepreneurship for young people of migrant and
refugee origin (such as Start-up Refugee in Finland)

Seite 4 - Zeile 78 - Author: JD / Dennis van Driel
8

Insert after

(77) cohesion policy tools to be better used in order to maximize the the Member States to enable the entry of young and/or student refugees
potential of the / (78) integration of migrants in Europe's rural and
into the national education systems with as few barriers as possible and
urban communities. / (79)
as quickly as possible.

Seite 4 - Zeile 78 - Author: JD / Dennis van Driel
9

Insert after

(77) cohesion policy tools to be better used in order to maximize the the Member States to enable the establishment of a European Asylum
potential of the / (78) integration of migrants in Europe's rural and
Agency which is to handle all asylum requests for the entire Union, as
urban communities. / (79)
well as the division of refugees across the Member States based on the
state's capacity, number of asylum seekers per capita, chances of
successful integration and financial means available to provide for a
smooth integration.

2
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Proposal 103 "Towards a democratic approach to the issue of self-determination"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 4 - Zeile 46 bis 47 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
10

Delete

(45) Treaties; / (46) The EU to respect the rulings of the relevant
authorities and the choice of the people in / (47) matter of
self-determination. / (48)

Seite 6 - Zeile 6 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
11

Replace
replace
"observe"

(5) Considering: / (6) That the EU is committed to observe
international law as established by the Charter of / (7) United
Nations and associated Covenants, which contains the right to
self-determination

observing

Seite 6 - Zeile 24 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
12

Insert in
insert between
"That citizens"
and "have the
right to"

(23) citizens share common values and a common future; / (24)
and national minorities
That citizens have the right to decide their own political future whilst
complying with / (25) international and European standards on
democratic processes, as defined by the

Seite 6 - Zeile 29 bis 30 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
13

Replace
replace the
whole bullet point
"That referendum
can be a valid
way to resolve
self-determinatio
n issues as far as
they comply with
the
aforementioned
rules;"

(28) Council of Europe; / (29) That referendum can be a valid way to
resolve self-determination issues as far as they / (30) comply with
the aforementioned rules; / (31) The liberal goal of a stronger EU
does not oppose the defence of the particular identity of

3

That referenda, as the best practice to resolve self-determination
issues, should ideally comply with the aforementioned rules;
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 6 - Zeile 30 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
14

Insert after
Insert a new
bullet point

(29) That referendum can be a valid way to resolve
self-determination issues as far as they / (30) comply with the
aforementioned rules; / (31) The liberal goal of a stronger EU does
not oppose the defence of the particular identity of

That none of the above provisions should be interpreted as
allowing a state to act in bad faith by systematically refusing to
dialogue and ignoring the democratic aspirations of a large part of
the population in the region that wants to exercise
self-determination;

Seite 7 - Zeile 31 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
15

Replace
Replace "The
liberal goal"

(30) comply with the aforementioned rules; / (31) The liberal goal of That the liberal goal
a stronger EU does not oppose the defence of the particular identity
of / (32) all European people and nations within the union.

Seite 7 - Zeile 39 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
16

Replace
Replace "That
issues of"

(38) the best means of progressing to a more integrated European
Union; / (39) That issues of self-determination should be resolved
through peaceful and democratic / (40) means and bona fide
dialogue that respects the rule of law, human and fundamental

The recognition that issues of

Seite 7 - Zeile 47 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
17

Replace
(46) The EU to respect the rulings of the relevant authorities and the matters
Replace "matter" choice of the people in / (47) matter of self-determination. / (48)

Seite 7 - Zeile 47 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
18

Insert after
Insert a new
bullet point

(46) The EU to respect the rulings of the relevant authorities and the
choice of the people in / (47) matter of self-determination. / (48)

Seite 7 - Zeile 47 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
19

Replace
Replace ";"

(46) The EU to respect the rulings of the relevant authorities and the .
choice of the people in / (47) matter of self-determination. / (48)

Seite 7 - Zeile 49 bis 51 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
20

Delete

(48) / (49) Recognizes: / (50) That any new state in Europe
wanting to join the EU would have to follow the same / (51)
accession procedures as the member states that joined after 2004. /
(52)

4

The EU to call for dialogue in those cases where a state and a
region clash on self-determination issues, and to act as a
facilitator in those cases where dialogue within the legal
framework has broken down.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 7 - Zeile 54 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / JNC
21

Delete
(53) Decides: / (54) To archive resolution 1.37 "Stateless Nations'
Delete only this right to decide their own political future" of
part: "Stateless
Nations' right to
decide their own
political future"

5
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Proposal 201 "Citizens Rights Post-Brexit"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 8 - Zeile 4 - Author: YMRF
22

Replace
Replace
"unfortunate
event"

(3) The result of the referendum on 23 June 2016, namely the UK's Precedent
withdrawal from the / (4) European Union, constitutes an unfortunate
event in the development of Europe; / (5) Noting that:

Seite 8 - Zeile 14 bis 16 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
23

Replace
Replace whole
paragraph 2

(13) have a catastrophic effect on the rights of these citizens; / (14)
The continued access of the UK to the free movement of goods,
capital, people and / (15) services is conditional upon its
membership of the single market, and that no exception / (16)
should be made; / (17) Considers that:

Acceptance of free movement of people, goods, capital and services is
prerequisite for a continued access to the single market, and that no
exceptance should be made.

Seite 8 - Zeile 23 - Author: YMRF (Sevim Musak)
24

Replace
Replace whole
line 23

(22) Concerned by: / (23) the rise in xenophobic incidents targeting
EU citizens in the UK since the referendum; / (24) Stressing that:

the sharp rise of xenophobia and islamophobia in the UK following
the EU referendum, targeting EU citizens

Seite 8 - Zeile 25 - Author: YMRF
25

Delete
Delete "Even"
and "eventual" at
the beginning of
the line 25

(24) Stressing that: / (25) Even with the eventual UK withdrawal
from the jurisdiction of the EU Court of Justice, the / (26) UK
remains bound to the protection of the rights of EU citizens by virtue
of numerous

Seite 9 - Zeile 37 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
26

Insert after
insert a new
paragraph at
beginning

(36) and UK citizens in the EU, continue to be protected post-Brexit; A close relationsship between the European Union and the United
/ (37) LYMEC calls for: / (38) The reciprocal protection of citizen
Kingdom after Brexit that goes considerably beyond a mere cooperation
rights post-Brexit;
on WTO terms.

6
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 9 - Zeile 46 bis 47 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
27

Delete

(45) between citizens are removed; / (46) The political rights of
citizens, namely the ability to stand and vote in local / (47) elections,
be safeguarded on both sides; / (48) The conditions for EU students
seeking to study in the UK, and UK students

Seite 9 - Zeile 51 - Author: JD / Dennis van Driel
28

Insert after
(50) The protection of the rights of EU workers in the UK, and of UK , over which the Court of Justice of the EU is to have full jurisdiction
immediately after workers in the EU, with a / (51) view to avoiding exploitation and
the word
discrimination;
'discrimination',
so no new
sentence!

7
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Proposal 202 "Women's right over their own body"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 10 - Zeile 2 bis 5 - Author: Junge Liberale, Beret Roots
29

Delete
Delete whole
paragraph

(1) Women's right over their own body / (2) Recalling: / (3) The
resolutions "Recognition of Sexual Reproductive Health and Rights
as a Policy in LYMEC", / (4) "A Call for a Change in Vatican Policy".
In particular the health complications due to unsafe / (5) abortions. /
(6)

Seite 10 - Zeile 21 - Author: Jong VLD - Hans Maes
30

Replace
'survivors'

(20) a ban on abortion, except when there is an immediate and
victims
undeniable threat to a / (21) woman's life, will mean that survivors of
rape and incest will be forced to give birth. / (22) Doctors will refrain
from performing vital pre-natal tests for fear of possible prosecution,

Seite 10 - Zeile 29 - Author: JD / Laura Neijenhuis
31

Replace

(28) Considers that: / (29) the empowerment and autonomy of
women, and improvements in their political, social, / (30) economic
and health status, are essential to the achievement of sustainable

the empowerment and autonomy of girls and women, and improvements
in their political, social,

Seite 11 - Zeile 48 - Author: YMRF
32

Delete
"girls" at the
beginning of line
48

(47) Lymec member parties to actively work to uphold the principle
that the human rights of / (48) girls and women are an inalienable
and indivisible part of human rights, to be protected / (49) not only in
areas of public life but also in the privacy of the home;

Seite 11 - Zeile 50 bis 51 - Author: JD / Laura Neijenhuis
33

Replace

(49) not only in areas of public life but also in the privacy of the
home; / (50) member parties to recognise reproductive
decision-making, including choice in marriage, / (51) family
formation, and determination of the number, timing and spacing of
one's children; / (52) and the right to the information and the safe
means to exercise those choices;

8

including the right to safe abortion within 24 weeks;
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Paragraph 4 - Seite 11 - Zeile 54 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux)
34

Insert after
(53) member parties to deal openly and forthrightly with unsafe
Member states to abortion as a major public / (54) health concern. /
actively seek
consensus on
the right for
abortion in the
European Union

Member states to actively seek consensus on the right for abortion in the
European Union

Seite 11 - Zeile 55 - Author: JD / Ingrid Weerts
35

Insert after

(54) health concern. /

The EU Member States and the LYMEC Member Organisations to openly
support the She Decides Initiative

9
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Proposal 204 "For a better world we need to end the war on drugs"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Paragraph 1 - Seite 12 - Zeile 9 - Author: Keskustanuoret / Noora Hammar
36

Delete

(8) highest number of fatal overdoses. / (9) Injecting heroin is far
more lethal than inhaling it with smoke / (10) According to Kofi
Annan, former secretary general of the UN, illegal drug trafficking is
a

Seite 12 - Zeile 12 bis 14 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
37

Delete

(11) major problem in e.g.Western Africa / (12) More than 7000
people have died due to the Philippine government's inhumane and
/ (13) brutal war to end the country's problem with drugs, and
sources say that the police is / (14) covering up evidence to justify
these killing / (15) The Mexican cartels are among the world's most
powerful criminals, and their violent

Seite 12 - Zeile 16 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
38

Insert after
(15) The Mexican cartels are among the world's most powerful
The abuse of prescription drugs as a replacement for illegal substances
start after line 16 criminals, and their violent / (16) regime have cost more than
has heaviy increased throughout the industrialized world
120.000 lives in the last ten years. / (17) Considering that / (18)
Legalizing cannabis will ensure that the money involved in the drug
market now will be / (19) taxed and go to the government instead of
criminals

Seite 12 - Zeile 17 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
39

Insert after
Insert new
paragraph at
beginning

(16) regime have cost more than 120.000 lives in the last ten years. The repressive policy on drugs has failed
/ (17) Considering that / (18) Legalizing cannabis will ensure that the
money involved in the drug market now will be

10
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Paragraph 1 - Seite 12 - Zeile 18 - Author: Keskustanuoret / Noora Hammar
40

Replace
"Legalizing
cannabis (will
ensure
REPLACED
WITH) might
have the effect
that the money
involved --"

(17) Considering that / (18) Legalizing cannabis will ensure that the might have the effect
money involved in the drug market now will be / (19) taxed and go to
the government instead of criminals

Seite 12 - Zeile 30 - Author: Jong VLD - Hans Maes
41

Insert after
New clause

(29) The war on drugs has failed; it has cost several trillion dollars,
and have lead to a strong / (30) increase in global drug trafficking /
(31) LYMEC calls for

In one respect, drug advertising, governments should be decidedly
illiberal. As it could stimulate vast new demand, it should be or remain
banned. Likewise, alluring packaging and products, such as cannabis
sweets that would appeal to children, should be outlawed.

Seite 13 - Zeile 34 bis 38 - Author: Keskustanuoret / Noora Hammar
42

Delete

(33) consequences it has on the number of user, and the effect of
illegal drug trafficking / (34) Their member organisations to push
their governments to change the UN's restrictive / (35) policies on
drugs. / (36) Their member organisations to push for implementation
of liberal drug reforms in their / (37) countries, like decriminalisation
of user doses and initiatives to smoke heroin instead of / (38)
injecting

Seite 13 - Zeile 35 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
43

Insert after
insert new
paragraph

(34) Their member organisations to push their governments to
change the UN's restrictive / (35) policies on drugs. / (36) Their
member organisations to push for implementation of liberal drug
reforms in their

A certificate of origin for the import of drugs or their basic materials to
avoid terrorist financing

Seite 13 - Zeile 35 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
44

Insert in
insert after word
drugs

(34) Their member organisations to push their governments to
change the UN's restrictive / (35) policies on drugs. / (36) Their
member organisations to push for implementation of liberal drug
reforms in their

11

and to promote a new international agreement on legalising drugs
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 13 - Zeile 36 bis 38 - Author: Pau Castellví (JNC)
45

Replace
Lines 36-38,
replace the
current text with:

(35) policies on drugs. / (36) Their member organisations to push for
implementation of liberal drug reforms in their / (37) countries, like
decriminalisation of user doses and initiatives to smoke heroin
instead of / (38) injecting

Their member organisations to push for the gradual implementation of
liberal drug reforms in their countries, like decriminalisation of user
doses and initiatives to smoke heroin instead of injecting.

Seite 13 - Zeile 37 bis 38 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
46

Delete
(36) Their member organisations to push for implementation of
Delete part of the liberal drug reforms in their / (37) countries, like decriminalisation of
point
user doses and initiatives to smoke heroin instead of / (38) injecting

"initiatives to smoke heroin instead of injecting"

Seite 13 - Zeile 38 - Author: IMS/ Benedikt Bente
47

Insert after
After line 38

(37) countries, like decriminalisation of user doses and initiatives to
smoke heroin instead of / (38) injecting /

EU member states to reinvest the money saved by ending the war on
drugs and the measures it entails into rehabilitation projects

Seite 13 - Zeile 38 - Author: Junge Liberale, Mitja Schulz
48

Insert after
insert new
paragraph

(37) countries, like decriminalisation of user doses and initiatives to
smoke heroin instead of / (38) injecting

12

Their member organisations to push their governments towards
amending the European treaties accordingly.
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Proposal 301 "The role of education in the fight against youth unemployment"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 14 - Zeile 8 - Author: YMRF
49

Replace
the whole line 8

(7) have to be taken into account as well. / (8) Youth unemployment In some Member States the youth unemployment rate is much higher,
rate can even double the average unemployment rate. / (9) Youth
even double, than unemployment rates for all ages.
unemployment rate reached 18,7 % at the end of 2016 in the EU
while it is 10,4%

Seite 14 - Zeile 9 - Author: YMRF
50

Replace
(8) Youth unemployment rate can even double the average
is 17.2% in the EU and 8.90 % in the USA
Replace
unemployment rate. / (9) Youth unemployment rate reached 18,7 %
"reached 18,7 % at the end of 2016 in the EU while it is 10,4% / (10) in the USA.
at the end of
2016 in the EU
while it is 10,4%
in the USA."

13
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

(15) personal distress. But unemployment spells with a duration of
longer than 12 months can / (16) very well cause problems like skills
erosion or rising social exclusion. Here we are talking / (17)
especially about the so called NEETs- young people who are not in
employment, / (18) education nor training. This group faces a
particularly high risk to be left behind / (19) permanently, if not
provided proper guidance into employment. / (20) Study programs
need to be adapted to a rapidly changing labor market and teachers

Particularly vulnerable group are those young people not in education,
employment or training (NEETs) which should be offered tailored
coordinated, comprehensive and personalised package of support in
order to facilitate their successful social inclusion and active participation.

Seite 14 - Zeile 16 bis 19 - Author: YMRF
51

Replace
Replace "Here
we are talking
especially about
the so called
NEETs- young
people who are
not in
employment,
education nor
training. This
group faces a
particularly high
risk to be left
behind
permanently, if
not provided
proper guidance
into employment"

Seite 14 - Zeile 24 - Author: IMS/ Benedikt Bente
52

Insert in
Add word
"public"

(23) adaptationnecessary. / (24) Partnerships between private
structures and educational structures are developing and / (25) can
be an opportunity for young people to link studies, internship and
labour market.

"structures and public educational..."

Seite 14 - Zeile 28 - Author: Jorge de Jesus
53

Insert in
(27) Practical experiences such as internships are an important step "...granted these internships are adequately remunerated, thus
Add to the end of towards the labour / (28) market. / (29) LYMEC calls for:
contributing to a level playing field for all new entrants."
this point

Seite 14 - Zeile 29 - Author: Junge Liberale, Ria Schröder
54

Insert after
insert new
paragraph at
beginning

(28) market. / (29) LYMEC calls for: / (30) bringing long-term
reforms in the field of education allowing the reconnection between

14

launching a proposal to manifest the free movement of education as a
fifth freedom. By this, it will be easier for young people to complete their
education and/or apprenticeship in other EU countries. We want to
establish a European vocational education and training market.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 14 - Zeile 29 - Author: Ria Schröder (JuLis)
55

Insert after
LYMEC calls for:

launching a proposal to manifest the free movement of education
as a fifth freedom. By this, it will be easier for young people to
complete their education and/or apprenticeship in other EU
countries. We want to establish a European vocational
education and training market.

Seite 15 - Zeile 33 - Author: Svensk Ungdom
56

Insert in
Insert the word
between of and
pan-European
internships on
line 33 and insert
the word
between
promoting and
internships in 37.

(32) combine school and workplace learning. / (33) launching a
paid
proposal on the creation of pan-European internships in most of the
policy / (34) areas. / (35) promoting public/private partnerships as a
way to get out of the high youth unemployment / (36) rate and
bringing schools and labour market on the same level. / (37)
promoting internships as an important step in the way to get into the
labour market. /

Seite 15 - Zeile 33 - Author: IMS / Jorge de Jesus
57

Insert in
Insert word
"paid"

(32) combine school and workplace learning. / (33) launching a
"...pan-European paid internships..."
proposal on the creation of pan-European internships in most of the
policy / (34) areas.

Seite 15 - Zeile 35 bis 36 - Author: YMRF (Sevim Musak)
58

Replace
the whole lines
35-36

(34) areas. / (35) promoting public/private partnerships as a way to
get out of the high youth unemployment / (36) rate and bringing
schools and labour market on the same level.

For enhanced cooperation between education institutions, including
vocational education and training institutions, and entrepreneurs in
developing curricula adjusted to the labour market needs.

Seite 15 - Zeile 37 - Author: JD / Laura Neijenhuis
59

Delete

(36) rate and bringing schools and labour market on the same level.
/ (37) promoting internships as an important step in the way to get
into the labour market.

Seite 15 - Zeile 37 - Author: JD / Laura Neijenhuis
60

Replace

(36) rate and bringing schools and labour market on the same level. promoting paid internships as an important step in the way to get in to the
/ (37) promoting internships as an important step in the way to get
labour market
into the labour market.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 15 - Zeile 37 - Author: JD / Ingrid Weerts
61

Replace

(36) rate and bringing schools and labour market on the same level. promoting internships as an important step in the way for students to get
/ (37) promoting internships as an important step in the way to get
into the labour market.
into the labour market.

Seite 15 - Zeile 37 - Author: IMS / Jorge de Jesus
62

Insert in
Insert word
"paid"

(36) rate and bringing schools and labour market on the same level. "promoting paid internships..."
/ (37) promoting internships as an important step in the way to get
into the labour market.

16
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Proposal 302 "Free trade for education"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 16 - Zeile 19 - Author: YMRF
63

Replace
movement

(18) Establishing branches in other European countries would
improve European relationships / (19) and movement of teachers
and students across Europe. / (20) Branch campuses will increase
quality and prestige as they attract "foreign talent"and

mobility

Paragraph 1 - Seite 16 - Zeile 27 - Author: Keskustan Opiskelijaliitto / Kati Hannila
64

Insert after
(26) Europe. / (27) / (28) LYMEC calls for:
Considering that
(as a last point): Free education is
an instrument of
social change,
temple of
civilization and
platform for
innovations.

Free education is an instrument of social change, temple of civilization
and platform for innovations.

Seite 16 - Zeile 29 - Author: JD / Dennis van Driel
65

Insert after
Immediately after
'states', so I'm
not starting a
new sentence

(28) LYMEC calls for: / (29) freedom for universities within the EU to
establish branches in other EU member states. / (30) reducing
bureaucracy to be able to expand the university in an other EU
country.

Seite 16 - Zeile 31 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
66

Delete

(30) reducing bureaucracy to be able to expand the university in an
other EU country. / (31) education accessible to all European
students. / (32) expanding Europe's outreach in education to keep
up with globalisation.

17

if the university wishing to establish a campus abroad can provide
thorough argumentation outlining the added value of the establishment of
the campus. It must be prevented that the establishment of a campus
abroad will turn into a prestige project for a publicly funded university due
to the high investment of taxpayers' money in such projects.
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No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 17 - Zeile 32 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
67

Delete

(31) education accessible to all European students. / (32) expanding
Europe's outreach in education to keep up with globalisation. / (33) a
greater supply of a wider array of education providers to fulfill the
growing demand of

Seite 17 - Zeile 33 bis 34 - Author: Benedikt Bente, Individual Member
68

Delete

(32) expanding Europe's outreach in education to keep up with
globalisation. / (33) a greater supply of a wider array of education
providers to fulfill the growing demand of / (34) students seeking
higher education.
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v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 303 "License to Heal"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 18 - Zeile 8 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
69

Replace
Replace word
"organization"

(7) profitability of a pharmaceutical company. / (8) The
pharmaceutical industry is a billion-dollar organization operating on
international / (9) level.

"...is a billion-dollar business..."

Seite 18 - Zeile 13 bis 14 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
70

Delete
Delete section

(12) About a quarter of the available drugs were discovered by
"The goverment...medication;"
knowledge institutions such as / (13) universities. The government
finances medical scientific research, but sets no conditions / (14) on
the price and accessibility of the discovered medication; leaving
pharmaceutical / (15) companies free to ask high prices which
cannot be accounted for by research and

Seite 18 - Zeile 14 bis 16 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
71

Replace
Replace
"leaving... costs"
with the text

(13) universities. The government finances medical scientific
"pharmaceutical companies are often left free to ask high prices which
research, but sets no conditions / (14) on the price and accessibility cannot be accounted for by research and development costs, which are
of the discovered medication; leaving pharmaceutical / (15)
often covered majorly by the nation states"
companies free to ask high prices which cannot be accounted for by
research and / (16) development costs. / (17) The UN High Level
Panel on Access to Medicines, provides valuable recommendations

Seite 18 - Zeile 30 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
72

Delete
Delete the text

(29) Believing that: / (30) Medicine and other medical products
should be accessible to everyone. / (31) The human right to health
and appropriate medical care is essential in sustaining

"other medical products"

Seite 19 - Zeile 62 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
73

Insert after

(61) Medicines Initiative should safeguard the access to the
resulting drugs of this / (62) public-private partnership.

19

"Set stricter rules for the fair and balanced sale of drugs throughout the
European Union without allowing artificial pricing-gaps and loopholes on
a national level"

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 403 "From an economic and monetary union (EMU) to an economic, budgetary, fiscal and monetary
union (EBFMU)"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 22 - Zeile 5 bis 6 - Author: Víctor Solé (JNC)
74

Replace

(4) / (5) The European Union stays a confederation of states where
unanimity rule still prevails for / (6) several decisions; the economic
and monetary union is part of these areas. / (7) The current
decision-making process regarding economic governance and the

The European Union is a supranational organisation where unanimity
rule still prevails for several decisions; the economic and monetary
union is part of these areas.

Seite 22 - Zeile 25 bis 31 - Author: Laia Comerma (JNC)
75

Delete

(24) lack of common policies. / (25) Despite the fact that the EU
establishes the legal framework for the macroeconomic / (26)
indicators that are the government budget balance (max 3% of
GDP) and the government / (27) debt rate (max 60% of GDP), it is
strictly up to the Members States to define their / (28) policies.
Hence, some states choose for fiscal austerity, others for public
investment. / (29) Since all Member States of the Eurozone do have
the same currency, this lead us to a / (30) quite schizophrenic and
inconsistent system where some decisions enter in conflict with /
(31) other decisions in the Eurozone and beyond. / (32) The actual
executive body of the Eurozone is the Council of Finance Ministers
(also

Seite 22 bis 23 - Zeile 32 bis 35 - Author: Víctor Solé (JNC)
76

Replace

(31) other decisions in the Eurozone and beyond. / (32) The actual
executive body of the Eurozone is the Council of Finance Ministers
(also / (33) called Eurogroupe) whereas the Ecofin Council is
dealing with economic and financial / (34) issues of all the 28
countries. The Ecofin Council is taking into account the decisions of
/ (35) the Eurogroupe resulting in a blurry, inefficient, two-speed
approach. / (36) Some Head of States, for example Emmanuel
Macron but also Angela Merkel and

20

The actual executive body of the Eurozone is the Eurogroup, the regular
meeting of the Eurozone's ministers for Economy and Finance, whereas
the Council of Economy and Finance (ECOFIN) deals with economic
and financial issues of all 28 Member States and takes into account the
decisions of the Eurogroup, resulting in a two-speed approach. This
often translates into inefficient decision-making dynamics.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 23 - Zeile 36 bis 38 - Author: Meritxell Vicheto (JNC)
77

Delete

(35) the Eurogroupe resulting in a blurry, inefficient, two-speed
approach. / (36) Some Head of States, for example Emmanuel
Macron but also Angela Merkel and / (37) Mariano Rajoy are in
favour of a deep reform regarding the economic field in order to /
(38) path the way towards a European Economic and Fiscal Union. /
(39) The Single currency was designed at the Maastricht treaty as a
goal to reach for all the

Seite 23 - Zeile 44 - Author: JD / August Coenders
78

Replace

(43) / (44) The creation of a European economic government,
provided with its own budget, a / (45) common taxation policy and
more to the point, a common strategy of economic

The creation of a European government, provided with its own budget, a

Seite 23 - Zeile 46 bis 48 - Author: Víctor Solé (JNC)
79

Replace

(45) common taxation policy and more to the point, a common
strategy of economic / (46) development and growth in order to
avoid the consequences of the current situation. / (47) A transfer of
competences and sovereignty in order to allow this government to
take all / (48) the decisions that might be needed to manage
financial, budgetary and fiscal policies. / (49) The extension of the
range of actions and empowerment of the Commissioner,

21

The transfer of fiscal competences to the Commission, as the executive
body of the Union, in order for it to manage the Union’s budget
completely, a common taxation policy that sets lower limits to prevent
fiscal dumping while leaving Member States enough leeway to foster
healthy competition and more to the point, a common strategy of
economic development and development and growth in order to avoid
the consequences of the current situation.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 23 - Zeile 49 bis 51 - Author: JD / August Coenders
80

Replace
The extension of
the range of
actions and
empowerment of
the
Commissioner,
Vice-President of
the Commission
and responsible
for the Euro and
financial stability
as Minister for
economic and
financial affairs

(48) the decisions that might be needed to manage financial,
The creation of an EU finance minister who will be responsible for the
budgetary and fiscal policies. / (49) The extension of the range of
Euro and financial stability, and who will be democratically accountable to
actions and empowerment of the Commissioner, / (50)
the European Parliament.
Vice-President of the Commission and responsible for the Euro and
financial stability as / (51) Minister for economic and financial affairs.
If relevant, consultations might be carried out / (52) with the national
counterparts.

Seite 23 - Zeile 55 - Author: Pau Castellví (JNC)
81

, including endowing the European Parliament with legislative initiative.
Insert after
(54) other words, strengthening of the role of the European
At the end of line Parliament in economic, monetary / (55) and financial affairs. / (56)
55, add:
Urging all Members States to accelerate talks and reforms aiming at
integrating the

Seite 23 - Zeile 61 - Author: JD / August Coenders
82

Insert after

(60) the 19 on the short-term and unify the 28 in the field of
economic and monetary policies / (61) on the long-term.

in return for reforms and with the empowerment of the Commission to
sanction Member States

Seite 23 - Zeile 61 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
83

Insert after

(60) the 19 on the short-term and unify the 28 in the field of
economic and monetary policies / (61) on the long-term.

22

The creation of a system of Eurobonds, with one interest rate for the
entire Eurozone, and therefore banning the current acts of speculation
caused by fluctuations in interest rates between member states.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 601 "Resolution for a common container deposit scheme in the European Union"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 24 - Zeile 27 - Author: Meritxell Vicheto (JNC)
84

Insert after
(26) Lymec member parties to actively work to unite the different
At the end of line deposit schemes in the / (27) european countries into one common
27, add:
scheme. / (28)

23

and to spread this scheme to countries that currently lack a container deposit
scheme.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 901 "On the racist and xenophobic riots in the USA"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 26 - Zeile 25 bis 26 - Author: JD / Dennis van Driel
85

Replace

(24) reaffirms its support for equal rights for all people regardless of rejects all types of demonstrations that use violence to achieve their
their ethnic background; / (25) rejects all types of demonstrations
goals, whether in the US, the EU, or anywhere else.
that use violence to achieve their goals, whether in the / (26) USA or
in the EU; / (27) condemns the Trump administration's attempts to
play Member States of the European

Seite 26 - Zeile 27 bis 28 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
86

Delete

(26) USA or in the EU; / (27) condemns the Trump administration's
attempts to play Member States of the European / (28) Union
against one another; and / (29) calls on the EU to lead a global
response to these types of statements and speeches,
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v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 902 "Resolution on the Western Balkans enlargement process"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 28 - Zeile 28 bis 30 - Author: Junge Liberale, Katharina Schreiner
87

Delete
Delete whole
paragraph

(27) member states and Western Balkan states. / (28) The EU
should be more active in the region and fix a dead line (concrete
time period) for / (29) accession of all candidate countries from the
region (Albania, Montenegro, Serbia and / (30) Macedonia). / (31)
EU enlargement in the Western Balkans will promote peace, stability
and prosperity in the
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v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 903 "Resolution on the EU Relationship with Turkey"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 31 - Zeile 36 - Author: YMRF
88

Replace
Reaplace
"disqualifying
Turkey from
continuing any"

(35) The human rights situation, democratization of institutions and hindering Turkey’s
transparency of Turkey / (36) has declined considerably during the
last years, disqualifying Turkey from continuing any / (37) accession
talks with the European Union.

Seite 31 - Zeile 39 - Author: IM / Jorge de Jesus
89

Insert after

(38) The decline in human rights in Turkey affects its academia, civil "It is in the interest of the EU and of Turkey to continue to strengthen
society, opposition and / (39) also, the vulnerable Syrian refugees. / cooperation at a civil society level;"
(40) Calls on:

Seite 31 - Zeile 42 - Author: Junge Liberale
90

Replace

(41) The ALDE leaders at the European Council of Ministers
meeting in October 2017 to / (42) harden the tone towards Turkey
and suspend the accession talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the
European Council of Ministers to put an end to the migration

1. Replace "suspend" by "end"

Seite 31 - Zeile 42 - Author: Jong VLD - Hans Maes
91

Insert after
New clause

(41) The ALDE leaders at the European Council of Ministers
meeting in October 2017 to / (42) harden the tone towards Turkey
and suspend the accession talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the
European Council of Ministers to put an end to the migration

The ALDE leaders at the European Council of Ministers to freeze the
Instrument for Pre-Accession Assitance II (IPA II) budget for Turkey, until
a turning point in the country's democratic decline can be ascertained.

Seite 31 - Zeile 42 - Author: YMRF
92

Replace
Replace the
whole line 42
“harden the tone
towards Turkey
and suspend the
accession talks.”

(41) The ALDE leaders at the European Council of Ministers
meeting in October 2017 to / (42) harden the tone towards Turkey
and suspend the accession talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the
European Council of Ministers to put an end to the migration

26

initiate a constructive way forward towards Turkey that shows the citizens
of Turkey the continuous and unequivocal support of the European
Union.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 31 - Zeile 42 - Author: Junge Liberale, Carl Cevin-Key Coste
93

Replace
(41) The ALDE leaders at the European Council of Ministers
Replace the word meeting in October 2017 to / (42) harden the tone towards Turkey
suspend
and suspend the accession talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the
European Council of Ministers to put an end to the migration

end

Seite 31 - Zeile 43 bis 45 - Author: JD / Heine ten Hoeve
94

Replace

(42) harden the tone towards Turkey and suspend the accession
The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers to find an
talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers alternative to the migration deal with Turkey, initiate humanitarian visas
to put an end to the migration / (44) deal with Turkey, initiate
and push for rapid relocation of refugees in the EU Member States
humanitarian visas and push for rapid relocation of refugees in / (45)
the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party
Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish

Seite 31 - Zeile 43 bis 45 - Author: Junge Liberale
95

Delete

(42) harden the tone towards Turkey and suspend the accession
Delete Line 43-45
talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers
to put an end to the migration / (44) deal with Turkey, initiate
humanitarian visas and push for rapid relocation of refugees in / (45)
the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party
Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish

Seite 31 - Zeile 43 bis 45 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
96

Replace

(42) harden the tone towards Turkey and suspend the accession
"The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers to put an end to
talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers the migration deal with Turkey after they have developed a
to put an end to the migration / (44) deal with Turkey, initiate
comprehensive plan for the acceptance of refugees from Turkey."
humanitarian visas and push for rapid relocation of refugees in / (45)
the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party
Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish

27

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 31 - Zeile 43 bis 45 - Author: YMRF
97

Replace
Replace the
whole paragraph:
"The ALDE
leaders in the
European
Council of
Ministers to put
an end to the
migration deal
with Turkey,
initiate
humanitarian
visas and push
for rapid
relocation of
refugees in the
EU Member
States"

(42) harden the tone towards Turkey and suspend the accession
initiate an evaluation and revision of the migration deal with Turkey and
talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers finding pathways towards legal migration.
to put an end to the migration / (44) deal with Turkey, initiate
humanitarian visas and push for rapid relocation of refugees in / (45)
the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party
Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish

Seite 31 - Zeile 43 bis 45 - Author: Junge Liberale, Carl Cevin-Key Coste
98

Delete

(42) harden the tone towards Turkey and suspend the accession
talks. / (43) The ALDE leaders in the European Council of Ministers
to put an end to the migration / (44) deal with Turkey, initiate
humanitarian visas and push for rapid relocation of refugees in / (45)
the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party
Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish

Seite 31 - Zeile 46 - Author: Laia Comerma (JNC)
99

Insert in

(45) the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE
Party Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish / (47) nationals
living in the European Union, while in unison condemning the
attempts by / (48) President Recep Tayyip Erdo?an to corrupt the
Turkish nationals ahead of European / (49) elections. / (50) Striking
down:

28

The ALDE leaders and ALDE Party Members to reassure the rights of
the Turkish nationals living in the European Union, including by
refusing to extradite Turkish nationals persecuted for their political
beliefs or on trumped-up charges, while in unison condemning the
attempts by President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to corrupt the Turkish
nationals ahead of European elections.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 31 - Zeile 46 bis 49 - Author: YMRF
100

Delete
The whole last
paragraph

(45) the EU Member States. / (46) The ALDE leaders and ALDE
Party Members to reassure the rights of the Turkish / (47) nationals
living in the European Union, while in unison condemning the
attempts by / (48) President Recep Tayyip Erdo?an to corrupt the
Turkish nationals ahead of European / (49) elections. / (50) Striking
down:

Seite 31 - Zeile 49 - Author: IMS / Benedikt Bente
101

Insert after

(48) President Recep Tayyip Erdo?an to corrupt the Turkish
nationals ahead of European / (49) elections. / (50) Striking down:

"The governments of the EU member states to stand strong towards the
influencing-attempts of the Turkish government and to uphold their
democratic principles against any illiberal movements in their states
originating in the words and actions for president Erdogan an his
supporters all over the European Union. "

Seite 31 - Zeile 49 - Author: IMS / Jorge de Jesus
102

Insert after

(48) President Recep Tayyip Erdo?an to corrupt the Turkish
nationals ahead of European / (49) elections. / (50) Striking down:

29

The continued and strengthened cooperation between European and
Turkish civil society.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 1002 "Internal Motion: Internal Reform of the Individual Members Section"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

(36) members, unfit to carry out their responsibilities, they can be
advised to step / (37) down. A vote of no confidence on a member of
the Steering Committee can be / (38) called by 25% of paying
members from at least three different countries. Should a

"Such advice should be explained in detail and justified to the view of all
IMS members as well as the Bureau; the member of the Steering
Committee shall have the right to respond to the advice and its
justification if they wish to do so."

Seite 33 - Zeile 37 - Author: IMS
103

Insert in
Insert after word
"down."

Seite 33 - Zeile 41 - Author: IMS
104

Insert in
add to the end

(40) confidence, elections are to be held to fill his/her position at the "...but no later than thirty days after the act of removal has occurred."
earliest possible / (41) date; / (42) The Individual Members
Assembly has the ability to change the composition of

Seite 33 - Zeile 42 - Author: IMS
105

Replace
(41) date; / (42) The Individual Members Assembly has the ability to "The Individual Members Assembly reserves the right to change the..."
Replace wording change the composition of / (43) the Steering Committee by a
"has the ability" simple majority vote, should that be deemed

Seite 33 - Zeile 53 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
106

Delete
Delete only " and
the Congress
Delegation"

(52) The IMA has the power to call for a vote of no confidence in
one or more / (53) members of the Steering Committee and the
Congress Delegation; / (54) The Individual Members Assembly has
the power to decide how to structure the

Seite 33 - Zeile 54 bis 57 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / Zeneda Feratllari
107

Delete
(53) members of the Steering Committee and the Congress
Delete the whole Delegation; / (54) The Individual Members Assembly has the power
bullet point
to decide how to structure the / (55) voting of the Individual Member
Delegates: either so as to individually reflect the / (56) division of
votes on a resolution or amendment by the Individual Members /
(57) Assembly (in favour, against, abstention), or as a
‘winner-takes-it-all'; / (58) The IMS Council is to be redefined as the
advisory body of the Steering Committee;

30

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 33 - Zeile 57 - Author: IMS
108

Delete
delete word

(56) division of votes on a resolution or amendment by the Individual remove "-it-"
Members / (57) Assembly (in favour, against, abstention), or as a
‘winner-takes-it-all'; / (58) The IMS Council is to be redefined as the
advisory body of the Steering Committee;

Seite 33 - Zeile 60 - Author: IMS
109

Insert after
new bullet point

(59) It is to be composed of all paying members who request to join;
/ (60) It is tasked with assisting the Steering Committee in
coordinating IMS activities; / (61) The positions of Country and Local
Coordinators are to be established on a by-need

"A member of the IMS Council must be active within the IMS. If a
member of the Council is inactive during more than 6 running months,
they shall be removed from the Council automatically by the Steering
Committee."

Seite 33 - Zeile 64 - Author: IMS
110

Insert in
(63) Country and Local Coordinators would serve as the initial point
Add to the end of of contact for / (64) individual members in a particular country or
point
area; / (65) The Steering Committee would appoint, or organise the
election of, Country

"This provision shall not be interpreted in any manner that could
effectively limit or restrict the autonomous capacity of decision held by
Individual Members. "

Seite 34 - Zeile 76 - Author: Benjamin Fievet / Zeneda Feratllari
111

Insert after
Insert a new
bullet point

(75) vote required). A new Country/Local Coordinator shall be
appointed, or elections / (76) for the position shall be organised, at
the earliest possible date; / (77) A clarification of the IMS attendance
at the LYMEC Congress;

The individual member delegates to the Congress shall carry their
mandate in a free and independent manner. They shall not be bound by
orders or instructions and may not be restricted by any compulsory
mandate.

Seite 34 - Zeile 76 - Author: Benjamin Fievet
112

Insert after
Insert a new
bullet point

(75) vote required). A new Country/Local Coordinator shall be
The individual member delegates to the Congress shall not be subject to
appointed, or elections / (76) for the position shall be organised, at
recall.
the earliest possible date; / (77) A clarification of the IMS attendance
at the LYMEC Congress;
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v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
LYMEC Autumn Congress, October 13 - 15, 2017 in Sofia
Proposal 1003 "Motion - Brace yourselves: European elections are coming"
Amendments
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Paragraph 1 - Seite 36 - Zeile 45 bis 49 - Author: Keskustanuoret / Noora Hammar
113

Delete

(44) shortcomings of both soft & hard power / (45) The primary
strategic challenge for the Union comes from the East. The regime
of / (46) Vladimir Putin is robbing the Russian people of its freedom,
wealth and potential, / (47) while it remains in power by artificially
creating a scare of the EU and western / (48) culture. The EU's main
strategic goal should be to check the Putin regime at every / (49)
step. / (50) LYMEC has always, and will continue to support, the
enlargement of the Union

Seite 36 - Zeile 48 bis 49 - Author: YMRF
114

Replace
Replace "check
the Putin regime
at every step."

(47) while it remains in power by artificially creating a scare of the
EU and western / (48) culture. The EU's main strategic goal should
be to check the Putin regime at every / (49) step. / (50) LYMEC has
always, and will continue to support, the enlargement of the Union

Paragraph 1 - Seite 36 - Zeile 50 bis 57 - Author: Keskustanuoret / Noora Hammar
115

Delete

(49) step. / (50) LYMEC has always, and will continue to support,
the enlargement of the Union / (51) with all countries that comply
with the Copenhagen Criteria. That means we / (52) welcome
accession negotiations with the western Balkan countries, Georgia
and / (53) Armenia, who have all shown great improvement and
commitment in / (54) implementing EU standards. Through the
same reasoning LYMEC believes that / (55) negotiations with the
Turkish government ought to be cancelled immediately and / (56) for
the time being. The Ankara regime has consistently reversed the
pro-EU / (57) policies of the past and no longer deserves the
candidate member status. / (58) With the decline of US influence a
global vacuum looms. The EU should increase

32

protect its citizens and secure its borders.

v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 36 - Zeile 55 bis 56 - Author: YMRF
116

Replace
Replace
"cancelled
immediately and
for the time
being"

(54) implementing EU standards. Through the same reasoning
LYMEC believes that / (55) negotiations with the Turkish
government ought to be cancelled immediately and / (56) for the
time being. The Ankara regime has consistently reversed the
pro-EU / (57) policies of the past and no longer deserves the
candidate member status.

reconsidered in the spirit of dialog and good cooperation.

Seite 36 - Zeile 56 bis 57 - Author: YMRF (Sevim Musak)
117

Delete
Delete line 56
and 57: "The
Ankara regime
has consistently
reversed the pro
EU policies of the
past and no
longer deserves
the candidate
member status.

(55) negotiations with the Turkish government ought to be cancelled
immediately and / (56) for the time being. The Ankara regime has
consistently reversed the pro-EU / (57) policies of the past and no
longer deserves the candidate member status. / (58) With the
decline of US influence a global vacuum looms. The EU should
increase

Paragraph 3 - Seite 36 - Zeile 59 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux)
118

Insert in
(58) With the decline of US influence a global vacuum looms. The
" and defence
EU should increase / (59) the autonomy of its security policy, and
policy in order to actively look for partnerships beyond its / (60) own neighbourhood.
protect its
citizens in a
challenging
world"

With the decline of US influence a global vacuum looms. The EU should
increase the autonomy of its security and defence policy in order to
protect its citizens in a challenging world, and actively look for
partnerships beyond its own neighborhood.

Paragraph 3 - Seite 36 - Zeile 65 bis 66 - Author: FEL (Fédération des étudiants libéraux)
119

Replace
"put it under
control" replaced
by "make it
accountable in
front of"

(64) Implement transnational elections in order to build a EU polis. / Transform the role of the European commission and put it under control
(65) Transform the role of the European commission and put it
make it accountable in front of the European parliament.
under control of the / (66) European parliament; / (67) Standing firm
in the Brexit negotiations, guarding the rights of EU citizens and
protecting
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v1 / 08.10.2017 20:28:45
No.

Type of change

Orginal text

Amendment

Seite 36 - Zeile 66 - Author: Víctor Solé (JNC)
120

Insert after
After line 66, add
a second-level
bullet point with:

(65) Transform the role of the European commission and put it
under control of the / (66) European parliament; / (67) Standing firm
in the Brexit negotiations, guarding the rights of EU citizens and
protecting

review the policy fields still subject to unanimity and, wherever it is
feasible, move towards qualified majority voting instead.

Seite 36 - Zeile 68 - Author: JD / Laura Neijenhuis
121

Insert after

(67) Standing firm in the Brexit negotiations, guarding the rights of
This election manifesto is to be presented and possibly amended during
EU citizens and protecting / (68) EU values. Handling new situations the Spring Congress of LYMEC in 2018
for Northern Ireland & Scotland / (69) The European Liberal Youth,
together in Sofia, reaffirms its commitment to an ever stronger
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